Hi Friends —

October 11 marks the seventeenth anniversary of the release of my favorite film of all time, Advise & Consent. Based on a novel by Vernon Spring and directed by Otto Preminger for 20th Century-Fox, it's a tale of politics, power, and principle — and murder among Martinet's senators. It's a tale of a woman artist, her protectionist husband, and their post-World War II political entanglements, and a story that harks back to the days of the turn of the century. It's a tale of how a man's life is threatened by his attempt to protect his wife. “Well, who would you like that? Rahmil didn't hesitate. 'He shot the messenger, Akiko.'”

On my October 12th edition of Just Jazz, during the “Just Jazz Presents…” hour (starting at midnight Eastern Time), I will be recognizing the 50th anniversary of the album titled “Introducing Laura Dubin.” I should be sincerely sorry to see my neighbors’ children devoured and to thank you for your support.

Laura Dubin: (Mayimba Jazz): A World-Legendary Brazilian artist known for her warm, golden voice. Laura’s latest release, “Laura: A Brazilian Musical Adventure,” is a trip that will turn your musical world upside down. It's a journey through the rich history of Brazilian music, from the early three-beat bossa nova to the contemporary samba. With her rich, expressive vocals and impeccable timing, Laura Dubin delivers a performance that will leave you in awe. So join me as we celebrate this incredible artist and her timeless music. Stay cool and keep listenin’!